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Greetings,

We hope that you enjoy this inaugural issue  
of Being More, a newsletter designed to  
celebrate progress and share information 
about Become More: Campaign for the  
Future of Holy Cross.

We believe in the importance and value of  
a Holy Cross liberal arts education and we 
know that the history, mission and vision of 
the College provides a powerful and unique 
approach to the formation and care of our  
students. We help them develop their 
God-given gifts and talents, recognize their 
passions, and then make wise career choices 
that lead to the transformation of our world. 
Our outcomes are notable — we develop  
effective and ethical leaders because our  
education is an engine of social inclusion  
and possibility. 

We have all benefitted from our Holy Cross 
education. Because we are passionate about 
the College’s value proposition and because 
we desire to see future generations benefit 
from a Holy Cross education, we have  
volunteered to lead this unprecedented  
fundraising effort. Without question, a  
$400 million campaign is ambitious. But  
when we succeed, it will be because all of  
us in the Holy Cross Community got involved 
and strengthened every dimension of the  
Holy Cross experience. You’ll read a lot more 
about the vision behind the Campaign in  
Holy Cross Magazine’s Fall cover feature.

We know that you share our belief in and love 
of Holy Cross and that is why we are sharing 
this publication with you. We hope you find it 
inspiring. Become More!

Anne Schiffmann Fink ’85,P17

Richard Patterson ’80

William Phelan ’73,P04,01,99

The majority of your giving has centered on 
scholarship and financial aid. Why this focus? 
What are you trying to accomplish?  

JIM: If you consider it at the highest level, financial 
aid is essential to the success of private education: 
elementary, secondary and college. Without it, the 
system wouldn’t function. If you think about a 
school populated only with full-pay students — that 
is not a very vibrant or diverse place and certainly not 
a place that is likely to have a particularly energizing 
mission. The availability of scholarships also gives 
the admissions office the ability to build a more 
dynamic class. So, in the big picture, our focus on 
financial aid is in response to an unambiguous and 
critical need. However, when you think about it less 
abstractly, an individual scholarship is a life-chang-
ing thing for a student. With scholarships, Lisa and 
I feel like we can have an impact in a very tangible 
and personal way. We really love the idea that we are 
able to help someone become who he or she was 
meant to be. So, while it’s easy to justify supporting 
financial aid at a macro level, it’s the micro impact 
that really appeals to us. 

Perhaps the most compelling example of the power 
of financial aid is Father Brooks’ decision to offer 
scholarships to 20 African-American students in 
1968. Everyone knows the story, and nobody would 
dispute the fact that those scholarships changed the 
lives of the 20 men who received them or that those 
men changed Holy Cross. Indeed, the scholarships 
that Lisa and I are creating are inspired by Father 
Brooks and are named for him. We started with the 
simple question, “If Father Brooks were getting in 
his car today with a handful of scholarships and the 

Providing Students Access to Education
A Humbling and Joyful Experience

FROM THE CAMPAIGN CO-CHAIRS

Holy Cross is a “need-blind” institution that meets the full demonstrated 
need of all admitted students. Our applicants are judged solely on their 
merits, regardless of their ability to afford tuition costs. Few private American 
colleges are committed to a need-blind and meets-full-need policy. But we 
view this position as central to our mission. We remain dedicated to those 
original – and still vibrant –  purposes and principles on which Holy Cross was 
founded.

To maintain our need-blind/meets-full-need policy, we must continue to  
construct a financial aid budget sufficient to meet the needs of all our  
admitted students. Of the many challenges with which we grapple, the 
problem of a sufficient, sustainable financial aid program is one of the most 


Last year, the College allocated $46 million  

to student financial aid. 



On average, financial aid-eligible students at  
Holy Cross graduate with loans totaling $32,000.

$199 million of the College’s total $726 
million endowment as of June 30, 2014 (or 27 

percent of all endowment funds) is used to 
fund financial aid. 

We would need additional  
endowment funds of $819 million to support 

100 percent of the College’s student aid 
budget (after aid provided by private gifts, 

grants, and government grants). 

Of the $46 million spent on financial aid in fiscal 2014,  
13 percent was funded from the endowment, 6 percent was funded 

from gifts and government grants while the remaining 81 percent was 
funded by the College.
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intention to give them to highly-deserving kids who 
would never be at Holy Cross without them and 
who have the chance to change the school … where 
would he go?” After a lot of discussion, and a bold 
suggestion by Father Boroughs, we settled on the 
idea of supporting kids who don’t have access  
to traditional financial aid, i.e., kids from undocu-
mented families. The idea resonated immediately.  
It addresses an obvious need, it embraces a margin-
alized community and it falls right at the core of 
Holy Cross’ mission. We are incredibly proud to be 
associated with this effort and we hope Father 
Brooks would see it as a confirmation of his vision. 

Do you involve family in choosing which causes 
to support?  

LISA: Jim and I are beginning to. Our kids are still a 
bit young to fully participate in the decision process, 
but we are doing everything we can to instill in them 
the idea that giving is an essential part of our life 
and that giving will be an essential part of their lives. 
We are also trying to help them understand that 
they are going to have to choose among many  

worthy causes by sharing with them how we attempt 
to set our priorities. We have stressed to our kids 
that the pleasure you get from the coolest thing 
you ever buy for yourself will not compare with the 
pleasure you get from supporting organizations and 
causes you care about. It’s not even close. We want 
them to see giving as a joy, which it truly is, not as 
an obligation. Hopefully, when they see us give they 
see us doing it with great satisfaction and as an ex-
pression of gratitude for all that we have been given.  

James F. Mooney III ’90 and Lisa M. Mooney have committed to endow ten full scholarships, which, 
together, will be known as The “Brooks Fellows” Scholarship Fund. The scholarship fund will support the 
enrollment of students who have less than full access to the American higher education system and whom 
the College has a need and a desire to enroll. Criteria for selection of Brooks Fellows include: outstanding 
academic performance, financial aid need that can’t be met with federal money, and an attractive or unique 
feature that elevates the Holy Cross community. This is the third scholarship fund that Jim and Lisa have 
set up at the College. The first was a scholarship endowed by Jim and his father, Jim’52, in honor of his 
mother, Joan. The second was the Jim and Lisa Mooney Scholarships, established to meet the needs of middle 
income families whose children have been educated in the Catholic schools and who do not qualify for aid as 
calculated by federal formulas, but who could not afford a Holy Cross education without assistance. 

With so many deserving causes in the world, 
why Holy Cross?  

JIM: It is certainly true that there are many deserv-
ing causes. Because of that, you have to make peace 
with the fact that you can’t do everything. The best 
advice I ever got regarding philanthropy is: pick 
what is important to you and make that your focus. 
Lisa and I have chosen to focus on two areas,  
Catholic education and children’s health. Perhaps 
that is because our philanthropy began to take its 
shape at a time when our own children were grow-
ing up. We have really put our focus there and never 
looked back. With respect to why we have priori-
tized Holy Cross, it is, obviously, a reflection of the 
experience I had as a student. However, at a higher 
level, I really do believe that Holy Cross produces 
graduates that make the world a better place. I rec-
ognize that is a somewhat immodest statement, but 
I believe it. So, if we can make it possible for a kid to 
go to Holy Cross who otherwise wouldn’t have been 
able to go, then we did a good thing, not only for the 
kid but also for the world around that kid.  

Can you talk about important lessons you’ve 
learned, in your professional life as well as in 
your personal life? 

JIM: Many of the most important lessons I’ve 
learned in investing are actually lessons that serve 
me well beyond investing and they are lessons that, 
in many respects, have their roots in my Jesuit  
education at Holy Cross and my two years of busi-
ness school at Georgetown. Knowing where you 
won’t compromise is the most important thing in 
investing: have your core principles and don’t 
deviate from them. My dad has a great quote that 
I remember from the time I was very young that 
captures this point brilliantly. “Know what you’re 
going to say ‘no’ to before it happens … your life will 
be so much easier that way.” He’s absolutely right. 
Having your non-negotiables is incredibly important 
in investing, as well as in life, and it’s profoundly 
Jesuit. 

Another important lesson I’ve learned is that you 
should embrace the importance of failure: failure 
is a wonderful teacher and a great motivator. 
I love the quote: “I’m a success today because I 
failed yesterday.” Being successful in the long term 
requires being resilient to failure – of course the best 
way to do that is to be grounded in your core beliefs. 
If you have them right and you are true to them, 
they become a touchstone that can get you through 
anything.

One last lesson is: Care about the other guy. That 
might seem like a strange one coming from a guy 
who works at a hedge fund, but it’s absolutely true. 
Investing is the ultimate zero-sum endeavor. There 
is no getting away from that, but the idea is to try to 
operate in a way where you leave room for turn-
ing a zero-sum game into a win-win … taking into 
account what is important to your counterparty. In 
life and investing, on a fundamental level, you have 
to actually care about what happens to the other 
person. This doesn’t mean you have to be a martyr 
on the notion that someone has to get the best out 
of a deal for you to be a good person. Rather, it 
means that you have to operate in your professional 
life by caring about more than just yourself. In the 
long run, I believe it actually benefits you. People 
will want to do business with you and it’s hard to 
place a value on that. Who of us doesn’t also know 
that acting that way leads to healthier and happier 
relationships and personal lives? 

What meaning and satisfaction do you derive 
from your philanthropy?  

LISA: We view philanthropy as one of the great 
privileges of our life. Too often, people view philan-
thropy as a selfless act: giving something when you 
are not obligated to give. We don’t see it that way at 
all. Jim and I derive a great deal of satisfaction from 
giving, it’s really an honor to be asked to give and 
to be able to give. It’s very much a two-way street 
in our minds. What a wonderful thing to be able to 
help … it’s humbling and joyful.  

How did Holy Cross shape you?  

JIM: I think Holy Cross probably shaped me more 
than I knew at the time. My education certainly 
taught me how to think: analytically, critically and 
morally, and it is fair to say that my Jesuit education 
has always been a north star, of sorts. Interestingly,  
I would argue that Holy Cross isn’t done shaping 
me. I am certain that my service on the board has 
created a greater closeness to the school and given 
me a much deeper appreciation of Holy Cross’ mis-
sion and, frankly, why it is a really important place. 
In fact, I probably try harder to live up to Jesuit ide-
als today than when I graduated. I guess the point 
is that my Holy Cross education is still growing in 
me and its importance to my life has become much 
clearer over time. If you embrace what the school is 
all about, your education is never really done.     

“We really love the idea that we are able to help someone 
become who he or she was meant to be.”

complex and difficult. Holy Cross is under constant pressure to keep tuition 
costs down while increasing financial aid dollars. The inescapable truth is, 
aside from increases in tuition, our only source of increased revenue is the 
increased giving of our dedicated and generous donors. 

Our belief that a first-rate, ethically-based education should be available to 
all qualified students requires that we marshal our resources accordingly.  
Currently, approximately two-thirds of Holy Cross students receive financial 
aid. Behind every scholarship package is a human story that involves the  
realization of inherent potential – and most important, the effect that  
realization has on our world.

A Top Priority: Our goal is to raise $65 million for financial aid during this campaign. 

How you can help:  
Financial aid giving opportunities

The following gift levels establish scholarship  
funds to support a specific student who may be 
selected based on donor preferences. 

• A gift of $1 million endows a named,  
 full-tuition, need-based scholarship. 

• A gift of $500,000 endows a named,  
 half-tuition, need-based scholarship.

•  A minimum gift of $100,000 endows a  
 named financial aid scholarship fund.

•  A gift of $15,000 funds a Holy Cross Fund  
 Scholar for one academic year. (There are  
 no donor preferences for Holy Cross Fund  
 Scholarships, which are one-year named  
 scholarships awarded to students with  
 financial need.)

Office of Advancement 
College of the Holy Cross
One College Street
Worcester, MA 01610
508-793-3776 
stewardship@holycross.edu
www.holycross.edu
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John J. Mahoney Jr. and William J. Teuber Jr. are close 
friends, confidants, world travelers. Both are members of 
the Class of 1973, and both were English majors during 
their student years on Mount St. James — and yet, they 
did not know each other during their undergraduate  
careers. It was a chance meeting at an event in the 
Hogan Ballroom, years after graduating that brought 
the two men together. They quickly discovered that 
after leaving the Hill, they had followed similar career 
tracks and, eventually, each became the Chief Financial 
Officer of a major Massachusetts corporation. But the 
classmates found they had more than this in common. 
Both Mahoney and Teuber discovered that they shared a 
passion for their alma mater, which led each to serve as  
a Trustee of the College.   

Mahoney retired as Vice Chairman of Staples Inc. in 
2012. Prior to his retirement, John was responsible for all 
of the company’s financial operations, investor relations, 
information systems, and strategy. After joining the  

Staples organization in 1996 as Chief Financial Officer, 
Mahoney was named Chief Administrative Officer in 
1997 and Vice Chairman in 2006. John and his wife, 
Rose, live in Dover, Mass., and have three children: 
Michael ’00, Alison, and Elizabeth ’13. 

Teuber is the Vice Chairman at EMC Corporation, a 
global leader in technology infrastructure and security. 
Bill became Vice Chairman in 2006. In this role, he 
focuses on strategy and business development in emerging 
markets, government relations and works closely with the 
Board of Directors. In his career at EMC, he served as 
EMC’s Chief Financial Officer from 1996 to 2006  
and from 2006 to 2012 ran EMC’s Global Customer 
Operations. He joined the company in 1995 from  
Coopers & Lybrand L.L.P., where he was a partner  
in the firm’s Audit and Financial Advisory Services 
practice. Bill and his wife, Ann Marie, live in West 
Newton, Mass., and are the parents of Christine ’02, 
Elizabeth, and Rachel.  

Recently, the two men sat down in Bill’s office at EMC 
to discuss Holy Cross, the “Become More” Campaign, 
philanthropy, and their long friendship. 

BILL: I guess it is a little odd, John. We were both in 
the class of 1973 and we were both English majors, 
and yet we didn’t really know each other during our 
student days. 

JOHN: I knew who you were, but, no, we weren’t 
friends during our days on the Hill. 

BILL: What brought you to Holy Cross? 

JOHN: My father was an alum. My family has 
always been very deeply grounded in Jesuit educa-
tion. My mother’s uncle was a Jesuit, and I went to 
a Jesuit high school. We valued Jesuit education and 
that’s how I wound up on Mount St. James. How 
about you, Bill? 

BILL:  Well, unlike you, I had never seen Holy 
Cross until I arrived there as a student. My high 
school football coach was a graduate and he told me 
it was a remarkable school — though he also told 
me I didn’t have a chance of playing football there. 

[Both men laugh.]

BILL: In the end, I was accepted at some good 
schools, but, like you, I wanted a Jesuit education. 
There was a great mystique to the Jesuit educational 
tradition. And when I arrived, I learned that it was 
well earned. I have never forgotten being in Profes-
sor Reilly’s English class in my freshman year. And 
he said, “Look around. Somebody in this class is not 
going to be here in a semester or a year. Someone in 
this classroom is not going to make it.” And I knew 
immediately that this was going to be a highly com-
petitive and extremely interesting experience. And 
that I was going to have to work my head off. 

JOHN:  Well, I had been on campus a million times 
before I became a student. I had gone to a lot of 
football games with my father. But then I started in 
on my academic work as a freshman and suddenly  
I was aware of how rigorous the College was.  

BILL: And the service aspect was immediately pres-
ent, as well. I remember being in my dorm room 
and there was a knock on the door. I opened it and 
found another student with a message from Father 
Joe LaBran — “If you have any free time, we need 
you to teach religious education at a local parish.” 

JOHN: That’s how you met your wife, wasn’t it? 

BILL: Exactly. Ann Marie was a student at Worces-
ter State and she was also serving as a religious-ed 
teacher in her parish. She used to drive the volun-
teers from Assumption, who were also teaching the 
Confirmation classes. I couldn’t get her to pay any 
attention to me during the course of the year, but 
ultimately got her attention, and the rest is history. 
So to this day, when I’m asked how I met my wife,  
I can honestly say, “In Church.” 

JOHN: Do you recall how you and I finally did 
meet?

BILL: It was at a Holy Cross event, of course. It 
must be 20 years ago now. Ann Marie and I were 
running late and there were no seats at the table in 
the Hogan Ballroom. And I recall that you motioned 
to us to come over to your table. And you went 

and found two chairs, and we sat down and started 
talking, and we haven’t stopped since. 

JOHN: I remember that night. Our wives hit it off 
immediately. And you and I got talking, and we were 
both amused that two former English majors ended 
up as the CFOs of two of the biggest companies in 
Massachusetts.  

BILL: Right. Our friendship was cemented that 
night. And Holy Cross was really at the heart of it.   

JOHN: I think we both share a sense that Holy 
Cross is a unique institution, doing extremely  
important work. 

BILL: Certainly. That’s why I’ve given my time and 
energy and resources over the years. I believe in 
the College’s mission and its vision. That’s why I’m 
excited about the new comprehensive campaign. 
That’s why I’m involved with the effort. 

JOHN: My own feeling is that we really are at a 
crucial moment in the history of Holy Cross. I think 
that, as a community, this is our moment to reach 
for the next level. To fulfill our potential and make a 
genuine impact on the world. 

BILL: And that’s why you’re participating in the 
campaign? 

JOHN: I want to be part of this amazing moment, 
yes. You know, Holy Cross continues to impress me. 
Even knowing the College as well as I do — as an 
alum, as the son of an alum and the parent of alums, 

and as someone who has served on the board and 
on committees. I look at what our students are  
doing. I look at the Sanctae Crucis Awards each 
year, and I’m just knocked out by the things our 
people are doing. I’m inspired and re-energized. 
And I want to be part of this great project. 

BILL: I agree that we’ve arrived at a momentous 
time in the life of the College. This campaign will 
be the largest undertaking in our history. It was 
fascinating to be involved in the strategic planning. 
I have to say, I feel fortunate to be involved with the 
level of leadership with which we’re working. There’s 
such an extraordinary combination of acumen and 
imagination. The trustees and the administration 
have done a remarkable job, not only of arriving at 
a set of priorities that are drawn from our mission 

Seizing the Moment, Serving the Mission
Two friends and classmates discuss their hopes for the future of their College.

John J. Mahoney Jr. William J. Teuber Jr. 

“I think about what Holy Cross did for me. And then I 
think about the opportunity to give back, to help another 
person know that same kind of experience.”— Bill Teuber

(continued on back page)

Become More: Campaign for the Future of Holy Cross
Total campaign goal = $400 million

We are standing at the threshold of a pivotal moment. Now is the time for Holy Cross to seize this moment and 
raise our sights. It is time for us to realize our full potential as one of the leading academic institutions of the 

21st Century. It is time for us to challenge the institution in the way we challenge our students. It is time to seek 
excellence in all that we do. This means strengthening every dimension of the Holy Cross experience. 

Inspiring Creative Teaching and Learning = 
$95 million 
We are committed to providing our students 
with the broadest and deepest exposure to the 
liberal arts; to instilling the highest facility for 
communication; and to exploring and assessing 
the ethical dimensions of each discipline we 
offer. We hope to give our faculty the resources 
and support to create classes, labs, research 
opportunities and technological ventures that 
will allow our students to work at levels they 
never imagined possible in an undergraduate 
experience. 

Living Our Faith = $25 million 
To enhance the Catholic and Jesuit nature  
central to the mission of Holy Cross, we will  
construct a new Contemplative Center, which 
will be home to The Spiritual Exercises and  
other retreat programs. This beautiful,  
cloister-like setting will create a new era of  
student reflection and discernment. We will 
create new programs that promote leadership, 
service, and social justice — both across the 
globe and in our local community, and expand 
our many existing outreach programs.

Enabling Access, Diversity, and Affordability 
= $65 million
We will ensure our commitment to a need-
blind/meets-full-demonstrated need policy. 
Our need-blind commitment is one of the 
cornerstones of our mission and vision. We will 
increase recruitment of students with exception-
al personal and intellectual characteristics. We 
will increase support for financial aid, keeping 
a Holy Cross education within the reach of all 
families.

Advancing Success, Leadership,  
and Citizenship = $20 million 
We will enhance common discernment initia-
tives to continue to prepare students to be 
thoughtful leaders and responsible, global  
citizens. We will increase opportunities for  
experiential learning, allowing students to  
grapple with real-world situations and prob-
lems, using hands-on methods of gaining 
knowledge, developing new and complex skills, 
and examining values and ethics as they unfold 
beyond the classroom. We will increase sup-
port for internships, student summer research, 
student-designed projects, study abroad oppor-
tunities, and enhanced mentoring.

Overview of campaign priorities

Inspiring Creative Teaching and Learning = $95 million

Living Our Faith = $25 million

Enabling Access, Diversity, and Affordability = $65 milion

Advancing Success, Leadership, and Citizenship = $20 million

Empowering Athletics, Health, and Wellness = $85 million

Sustaining Our Future, Our Mission, Our Vision = $110 million

Empowering Athletics, Health, and Wellness 
= $85 million 
We will build a new and improved Hart Center 
to service our 750 student-athletes, giving them 
the facilities they need to become champions in 
the years ahead and for decades to come.  
We will revamp our aging Field House, creating 
a top-flight recreation facility for the entire stu-
dent body, featuring basketball courts, exercise 
studios, weight training rooms, and areas for an 
assortment of health, wellness, and fitness pro-
gramming. We will create a renewed sense of 
pride on campus and in the alumni community.

Sustaining Our Future, Our Mission,  
Our Vision = $110 million
We will continue to increase support for the 
Holy Cross Fund. Current-use, unrestricted 
funds are essential to the future of the  
College — they enrich every aspect of the cam-
pus environment and academic enterprise and 
bolster all areas of the operating budget. We 
will work tirelessly to maintain our 50 percent 
(and higher) participation rate of alumni giving. 
The Holy Cross Fund supports every student, 
faculty member, and department on campus.

The Facts 

Become More: Campaign for the Future of Holy Cross 

Goal = $400 million   
Timeline: July 1, 2013 – June 30, 2020
Public Launch Event On Campus: April 29 – May 1, 2016 
Total in gifts and commitments as of June 30, 2015: $210 million

What Counts: All gifts and pledges received during the Campaign period count toward the 
goal, including gifts for both unrestricted and restricted purposes, gifts for capital projects, 
gifts-in-kind, and planned gifts.  

Reunions: Reunions provide a wonderful opportunity to participate in the campaign, as 
these gifts count both for the Campaign and for individual class efforts. 

The Holy Cross Fund: The Fund is at the heart of the Campaign and is the vehicle through 
which most graduates will participate. All gifts and pledges made during the Campaign 
period to the Holy Cross Fund count in Campaign totals.

Planned Gifts: Planned gifts such as annuities and trusts that are executed by any donor 
during the Campaign period count toward the total. Documented bequests count only for 
donors who are 70 years-of-age or older.

Highlights So Far
In May, the College broke ground on the 
Contemplative Center — having raised $18 
million of the total $22 million construction 
cost. We expect the Joyce Contemplative 
Center to be up and running in September  
of 2016.  

We have raised $30 million toward a new  
performing arts facility, and expect to see 
schematic drawings of the center soon, as  
we continue planning.

In June, the College received a record  
commitment of $32.5 million for renovation 
and new construction of athletics facilities. 

Donors have committed more than  
$36.7 million in new support for financial aid.

}

}

}

}
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What she did at Holy Cross and what she does now 
“I studied and worked at my work-study job. I didn’t have much time for any-
thing else! Today, I am first and foremost a homemaker, mother, and soon-to-be 
grandmother.”

How Holy Cross affected her life 
“I owe much of who I am today to the influence of Holy Cross. As an entering 
freshman, I was an immature, unformed product of a less-than-adequate public 
high school. Solely, my divorced mother raised me, and neither of my parents 

Giving Well
A selection of inspiring stories from donors who share their approaches to giving to Holy Cross

Diane Medeiros Fisher ’80 

Grew up in …  
Riverside, Rhode Island

Currently resides in …   
Pittsburgh, Penn.

Family  
Husband, John B. Fisher ’79; sons, 
Patrick, George, John and Michael; 
father-in-law, Richard B. Fisher ’47

attended college. Holy Cross gave me a chance at an education, a worldview,  
a faith life and treasured friendships. I also met my husband at Holy Cross.”

Memorable teachers at Holy Cross  
“Professor Ed Callahan — every class he taught was a gift. The Spiritual  
Exercises with Father Joe LaBran ’38 shaped the course of my life.”

Why she believes in Holy Cross   
“I believe in and appreciate the emphasis the College places on offering people 
from diverse backgrounds the opportunity to connect with each other and also 
be important parts of the whole. Many things contribute to this, including: the 
Jesuit mission to educate first-generation college students and students from 
working class families; the perfect size of the school, which gives every student 
an opportunity to be invested in the College; and the residential life, which hous-
es freshmen together enabling them to bond closely in their shared experience of 
living and learning together.”

How she focuses her Holy Cross philanthropy and why   
“Like running a household, you have several priorities. You need to pay the on-
going bills, so I give to the Holy Cross Fund. You need to save for the future and 
the unexpected, so I contribute endowment funds. Finally, you need resources 
for special, meaningful experiences, so I support the Arrupe Immersion  
Program, to ensure students of limited means are able to participate in that 
unique program.”

What he did at Holy Cross 
“I was very involved in the 
Rugby Club, which also meant 
an ongoing relationship with 
Father Markey, who at the time 
was Dean of Students. I played a lot of intramural sports as well.”

What he does now 
“I’m the president and CEO of Millennial Media, a leading independent mobile 
ad technology company in New York City.”

Michael Barrett ’84 

Grew up in …  
West Hartford, Conn.

Currently resides in …   
Briarcliff Manor, N.Y.

Family  
Wife, Cheryl; daughters, Stephanie,  
Anne and Christine

Holy Cross family  
Brothers, Christopher Barrett ’83,  
Peter ’86 and Daniel ’93; sister,  
Kelly Andrew ’87; sister-in-law,  
Marybeth Kearns-Barrett ’84; nephew, 
Daniel ’12; nieces, Kate ’13 and  
Sarah ’18; godfather, Jack Rehm ’54 

Memorable Holy Cross teachers 
“I had several memorable professors, including Theresa McBride in history, 
Steve Cross in economics and Ted Frazier in literature. Some of the best  
‘teaching’ moments occurred outside of the classroom, often over beers at the 
Pub, with legends like Father LaBran, Father Brooks and Frank Vellaccio.”

How Holy Cross affected his life 
“My four years at Holy Cross had a profound impact on my life. My closest 
friends are people I met at Holy Cross. My business network is full of Holy 
Cross alums. I’m constantly meeting new graduates, and I’m so impressed by 
these individuals. Holy Cross is a living presence in my life.”

Why he believes in Holy Cross   
“The institution is even more important today than it was 30 years ago, and a 
Jesuit education is more valuable than ever. A Holy Cross liberal arts education 
develops students who excel at critical thinking and effective communication 
and go on to lead meaningful lives of leadership and service. As more colleges 
and universities narrow their educational focus to more career-oriented  
curricula, Holy Cross stands apart and fulfills an essential role.”

How he focuses his Holy Cross philanthropy and why   
“Giving back to alma mater was a concept engrained at an early age. My dad 
is a graduate of Fairfield University and has always been very involved in the 
University. My godfather, Jack Rehm, and a close family friend, Charles Millard, 
served on the Holy Cross Board of Trustees for many years. If you truly believe 
that Holy Cross develops leaders with the potential to influence and transform 
society, then it’s hard to find another philanthropic platform that can deliver 
such a meaningful return.”

What he did at Holy Cross 
“I was mainly involved in theatre. My first year there, I met Ken Happe [’58, 
former associate professor of classics] — who was a force of nature. He took over 
the drama society and greatly expanded it. He even added an annual musical, 
and we had to be very creative about it, as there were no female voices handy in 
those days. Beyond campus, my friends and I often went to New York City for 
the weekend; back then, we could see three Broadway shows for $9 — standing 
room only, of course.”

Sam Krug ’65 

Grew up in …  
Chicago

Currently resides in …   
Naples, Florida

Family  
Wife, Marion “Mimi”; sons, Mark, 
Michael, David and Timothy; 
six grandchildren

What he does now 
“I’m the chairman of MetriTech, Inc., an educational development, testing  
and consulting company in Champaign, Ill. I also co-teach a course in the  
Psychology Department at the University of Illinois, designed to help  
undergraduate psychology seniors transition to the business world.”

Memorable Holy Cross teachers 
“In addition to Ken Happe, with whom I stayed in close touch until he died,  
I had great interactions with faculty in the psychology program, which had just 
started the year before: Bill O’Halloran [William J. O’Halloran, S.J.] was the 
chair, and I could walk in on him at any time, and husband and wife professors 
Rudy and Maureen Zlody used to have some of us over for dinner from time  
to time.”

How Holy Cross affected his life 
“It opened up horizons: There was my introduction to the theatre, both at HC 
and on Broadway, which was mind-expanding. Majoring in psychology opened 
up a very enjoyable career path. Finally, I met some very good friends that I still 
stay in touch with today.”

Why he believes in Holy Cross   
“Holy Cross was very good for me. I received a great education and left far more 
settled than I started.”

How he focuses his Holy Cross philanthropy and why   
“One of the ways that I support Holy Cross is through planned giving. It’s  
simple: I want the impact of what Mimi and I are doing to persist over time.”

Volunteers Lead Holy Cross’ Biggest Campaign Ever
In partnership with administrators at Holy Cross, Become More is being managed by a significant volunteer corps of engaged  

and passionate volunteers. This group is spearheaded by Co-Chairs Anne Schiffmann Fink ’85, P17, Rick Patterson ’80,  
and Bill Phelan ’73, P04, 01, 99. Fink, Patterson and Phelan, all Trustees of the College, share decades-long dossiers of leadership, 

service and support on behalf of Holy Cross. 

“We’re fortunate to have this extraordinary group of volunteer leaders chairing this campaign,” says Vice President for Advancement 
Tracy Barlok. “Not only do Anne, Rick and Bill share in the vision of the future of Holy Cross, they have lived the mission of what 

this institution represents in their own lives. Together, they’re guiding and empowering an exciting new chapter for all of us.”

The passion of the campaign’s honorary co-chairs, Jack Rehm ’54, P88, 85, 81 who led the $175-million Lift High the Cross  
campaign, and Park B. Smith ’54, who ignited that campaign with a $10-million challenge gift, is inspirational, Patterson says. 

“They’ve been strong and visionary leaders who put the College on their backs.”

Campaign Executive Committee

Campaign Co-Chairs

Anne Schiffman Fink ’85,P17 
Chief Operating Officer 
PepsiCo North America Foodservice 
Somers, New York 
Trustee

Honorary Co-Chairs

Richard H. Patterson ’80 
Founder 
Coniston Capital 
Chatham, New Jersey 
Trustee

William J. Phelan ‘73,P04,01,99 
Founder 
Charter Brokerage, LLC 
New York, New York 
Trustee

Park B. Smith ‘54 
Chairman 
Park B. Smith Inc. 
New York, New York 
Former Trustee

Jack D. Rehm ‘54,P88,85,81 
Hobe Sound, Florida 
Former Trustee

Tracy W. Barlok P19 
Vice President, Advancement 
College of the Holy Cross 
Worcester, Massachusetts

Philip L. Boroughs, S.J. 
President 
College of the Holy Cross 
Worcester, Massachusetts

Thomas H. Carey ‘66 
Morristown, New Jersey 
Trustee

John J. Mahoney Jr. ‘73,P13,00 
Dover, Massachusetts 
Chair, Board of Trustees

James F. Mooney III ‘90 
Partner 
The Baupost Group 
Boston, Massachusetts 
Trustee

William J. Teuber Jr. ’73,P02 
Vice Chairman 
EMC Corporation 
Hopkinton, Massachusetts 
Trustee

Robert F. Moriarty ‘83 
General Partner 
Twin Oaks Partners 
Chatham, New Jersey 
Trustee

Sue Power Curtin ‘93 
Partner 
Power Family Enterprises 
Westwood, Massachusetts 
Trustee

Kathleen McLaughlin LaCroix ‘79,P08 
Norwalk, Connecticut 
Trustee

Emmett J. Daly ‘82 
Partner 
Sandler O’Neill & Partners, LP 
New York, New York 
Holy Cross Alumni Assoc.

William M. Doran Jr. ’77,P16 
Vice Chairman 
Capital Formation Group 
New York, New York 
Trustee

David M. Joy ’74  
and Michele K. Joy P11 
Chief Market Strategist 
Ameriprise Financial 
Boston, Massachusetts 
Co-Chairs, President’s Council

Gordie C. Lockbaum ’88 
Vice President – Principal 
Sullivan Insurance Group, Inc. 
Worcester, Massachusetts 
Co-Chair, Crusader Athletics Fund

Coleen M. Lynch ‘95 
Vice President 
Eaton Vance Management 
Boston, Massachusetts 
Co-Chair, Crusader Athletics Fund

Shaun P. Mathews ‘77 
President & CEO 
Voya Investment Management 
Windsor, Connecticut 
National Chair, Holy Cross Fund

Kenneth M. Padgett ‘66,P11,07,05 
Kenneth M. Padgett, Esq. 
Larchmont, New York 
Co-Chair, 1843 Legacy Society

Barbara C. Richardson ‘78 
Tiburon, California 
Co-Chair, 1843 Legacy Society

Joseph J. and  
Ellen Spalluto P16,10 
West Hartford, Connecticut 
Co-Chairs,  
Parent Leadership Circle

David A. Spina ‘64 
Wayland, Massachusetts 
Former Trustee

Campaign Cabinet

John E. Luth ‘74 
Chairman & CEO 
Seabury Group, LLC 
New York, New York 
Former Trustee
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SAVE THE DATE | APRIL 29–MAY 1, 2016

Celebrate Holy Cross

Please hold the date for an exciting weekend marked by moments  
of bold creativity, teamwork & triumph, intellectual discovery, faith  
in action, and community insight.
 
Become more informed of the plans shaping our future and connect 
with the individuals who are bringing this vision to life.
 
Discover the direct impact your support will have on the education  
of students who ask more of themselves, transforming the world into  
a better place — one brilliant moment at a time.
 
Explore how Become More: Campaign for the Future of Holy Cross will 
help us Become More of what has made us great for nearly 175 years.

Campaign Kickoff  Weekend

(Seizing the Moment, continued from page 5)

and our values, but also — and just as importantly 
— they’ve been able to convey this transformative 
vision. 

JOHN: That’s a key part of a campaign this large 
and this ambitious. It’s inspiring to see the imagi-

A blessing and ceremonial groundbreaking of the Thomas P. Joyce ’59 Contemplative 
Center took place in April at the 52-acre site atop a hill overlooking the Wachusett  
Reservoir in the town of West Boylston, Mass. The new facility will consist of a 
33,800-square foot complex designed specifically for the College’s programs. The main 
building will include a chapel, meeting rooms, and dining room. Holy Cross has a  
vigorous retreat program for students and plans to expand opportunities for students 

Office of Advancement
One College Street 
Worcester, Massachusetts 01610-2395

while also providing new opportunities for faculty, staff, and alumni. The project has received 
enormous support from several major donors including Ann Marie and Bill Teuber ‘73 and 
an anonymous donor and is named in honor of the late Thomas P. Joyce, a member of the 
Holy Cross board of trustees and father of six Holy Cross graduates. Plans call for the center 
to open at the beginning of the academic year in fall of 2016. Construction timelines will be 
finalized as fundraising proceeds.

nation and the commitment that some early leaders 
had — whether it’s Neil Prior or John Luth. To see 
that level of belief, of faith in what we can do as an 
institution. You see people stepping up and making 
eight-figure gifts and you can’t help but believe,  
it’s going to happen. We’re going to transform  
Holy Cross. We’re going to make it the greatest  
Holy Cross that it can possibly be.  

BILL: I also feel it’s a special moment because I 
think Father Boroughs is putting his personal stamp 
on Holy Cross. I’m personally excited by his vision, 
where he’s already taken the organization, and the 
team that he’s put together.

JOHN: Holy Cross is as clear on its mission as any 
organization in the world. And, you know, Father 
Boroughs is a tremendous leader in that regard. 
He’s someone who knows about the real world. 
His ideas, his proposals, are a synthesis of his Jesuit 
beliefs and training, and his sense of contemporary 
culture and the role of Catholic higher education — 
whether it’s his initiative to build our applicant  
pool in other parts of the country where we haven’t  
previously been as strong. Or whether it’s his  
conception of a first-rate environment where 
students can develop their total potential — mind, 
body, and spirit.   

BILL: That idea is front and center in our lives.  
I think about what Holy Cross did for me. And then 
I think about the opportunity to give back, to help 
another person know that same kind of experience. 
Have that same opportunity for growth and devel-
opment. That’s a very meaningful idea to me. In the 
end, what’s more important?  

JOHN: Well, coming out of the realm of finance,  
I tend to think of philanthropy in terms of leverage.  
You know, you ask yourself how you can have the 
greatest impact. How you can multiply the effect. 
That’s really why I think contributing to Holy Cross 
is so valuable. When you consider the number of 
people that we send out into the world who are just 
terrific, just amazing, in terms of making a differ-
ence in the world. In terms of vision and mission,  
I feel that when you give to the College — at any 
level and in any way — you are maximizing your 
impact on the world. 

BILL: You and I have both worked hard and we’ve 
both been very fortunate. I feel as if that shared 
experience of Holy Cross has given us both a broad-
er vision, a more expansive imagination, let’s say, 
regarding purpose and meaning and responsibility. 
And that’s why I feel this campaign is so important. 
That’s why I want to be part of it. In the hope that 
we can help to make that same kind of sensibility 
and hope available to the next generation.  


